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Core & Enabling Capabilities

- **Core**
  - Land Mobility: Iraq Feb 21, Mar 21
  - Water Mobility: Iraq
  - Transportability: MEU
  - Protection: Turtle on Wheels
  - Growth: Slick to now

- **Enabling**
  - Lethality: greater range and effectiveness; precision indirect; networked;
  - Communication: Mudaysis, 180 km from nearest friendly forces; 80 km screenline for a LAR Co(-)
  - MUM-T: Extend reach, send a UAS/UGV before a Marine
  - Sense: Extend reach, shared SA, increase tempo/decision making time
LAV – Capability

• **Sense, orient, track, classify, and defeat;**
  – Including organic ground and unmanned sensing capability to extend surveillance reach and expand the security area IOT provide a basis for responsive and accurate direct and indirect fires.

• Improved **networked C4I and fire control capability/capacity**

• Greater **shore-to-shore water mobility**

• Effective, organic, all-weather direct and indirect fire systems to fight and win the counter-reconnaissance battle while conducting reconnaissance and security operations.
  – At range
  – Defeat heavy armor
  – Precision indirect fires
  – Full spectrum tactical EW

• Improved **force protection and system survivability** for the emerging & forecasted threat operating environment.

• Capability to conduct **counter-UAS** operations with kinetic and non-kinetic means.